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C ollege courses on electromag netics and microwaves are noto riously difficult for both the instructors doing the teaching and the students doing the learning. These sub jects require mastering complex and rigorous mathematical formulations of classic theorems and principles as well as the bold (and accurate) approxima tions required when theory is put into engineering practice.
Instructors point to the lack of suf ficient examples to illustrate wave pro pagation and interaction mechanisms, while students complain that it is diffi cult to visualize threedimensional field configurations in their minds. This is due, in large part, to the fact that con ventional methods of teaching/learn ing primarlily emphasize the students' ability to solve endofchapter problems: they have few opportunities to put what they've learned in the classroom into engineering practice.
Outline for a Teaching and Learning Strategy
The ideal combination of teaching/learn ing strategies includes detailed deriva tions of important formulas in classroom lectures, plus welldesigned laboratory practice to help students understand the physics behind the theories. For exam ple, a 1h lecture on microwave network parameters combined with a 2h labora tory for measuring a microwave bandpass filter's Sparameters with a modern vec tor network analyzer would be an excellent knowledge module for understand ing the following important concep tual background crucial to this subject:
• In microwave engineering, wave concepts are more often used to describe a piece of circuit behav ior than are conventional Z/Y pa rameters, which are used at lower frequencies. • Power is easier to measure using di rectional couplers located inside a network analyzer rather than measuring voltages and currents, due to the difficulty of accurately defining impedance at microwave frequencies.
• For a reciprocal and lossless twoport network, the Sparameters should satisfy , S S 1 11 2 22 2 + = whereas, in the case of a filter with some inser tion loss, the summation of the mag nitude square of the Sparameters should be less than unity to respect the energy conservation law.
• Learning the importance of and a method for calibrating a network analyzer, as well as practical knowl edge regarding cables, connectors (K2.92, K2.4, subminiature version A, etc.), calibration kits, and so on, will give students a sense of the value of microwave measurement art. In reality, due to limited funding sup port, expensive measurement instru ments are not a popular choice for many institutions to help students master the essence of the subject. However, this situ ation should not be a hurdle hindering effective teaching/learning for today's microwave educators/students because the rise of electronic design automation (EDA) software can help significantly in the learning curve, acting as a substitute for practical experiments.
Design-Oriented Engineering Projects with EDA Software
One key for the effective implementation of these teaching/learning objectives is to determine a set of designoriented engi neering projects suitable for classroom use that are neither too complicated to be completed within a reasonable period of time nor too simple to be accomplished by manipulating simulation software. At the same time, the project should be "real" enough to have an industry appli cation background.
After quite a few years of my own class room practice, as well as my learning expe riences in British, French, and Chinese universities, I have found this approach to be very effective in terms of inspiring students' passion for this field, motivat ing them to create something based on their own genuine work. Some may even go further, continuing their studies toward an advanced degree in the field.
Of course, the design of appropri ate projects is of primary importance and a major challenge for the educa tor, demanding that he or she have not only a solid knowledge foundation but also a wealth of experience in designing realworld microwave/millimeterwave circuits and systems. The following exam ple illustrates such a project.
Example Project
Design a 180° rat-race ring hybrid coupler at 24.125 GHz using RT/Duroid 6002 substrate with a thickness of 20 mm.
The following teaching objectives are achieved through this project. 1) A thorough understanding of the coupler component. This includes concepts that can be confusing for firsttime learners, i.e., directivity, coupling co efficient/factor, and port isolation.
2 electromagnetic simulation, such as that provided by Advanced Design System (ADS) Momen tum software or the ANSYS highfrequency structure si mulator. For example, thought ful users of the software can customcreate and lay out a ring structure using the EDA software. Figure 1 shows a ring generated automatically by ADS Momentum software by stitching different "curve" and "tee" components together. Be cause they don't have a constant circle center and curvature, the whole "ring" looks more like a polygon. Ideally, students will customcreate the ring in the layout window by aban doning the software's automatic "cre ate" function and, instead, drawing a large circle, then subtracting a smaller circle (the socalled Boolean operation of the software), as shown in Figure 2 . Of course, the designer should have already calculated/designed the ring size when doing this. The importance of mastering EDA software can be demonstrated to students when both approaches are shown and results are compared during classroom lectures. 5) The importance of modeling transmissionline discontinuities. This is made evi dent by the good results (and the poor results) achieved by different students who have or haven't consid ered these discontinuities, in par ticular, the microstrip Tjunctions. Additionally, this bit of knowledge stimulates stu dents' interest toward more accurately modeling other com mon discontinuities such as gaps,
bends, or open ends in an analytical or numerical way. 6) Understanding fundamental operation frequency bandwidth limitations caused by using quarter-wavelength structures, as in the case of a general ratrace ring. Some particularly advanced students may dive even deeper into the design problem by presenting a wideband ring structure and ask a more generic question: How do I design wideband microwave components? In general, during the process of translating a schematic drawing in the textbook to a *.dxf file that can be put to fabrication, students get a taste of what industry is doing and the kind of career this work leads to. Those who under stand the physics and logic behind basic principles and theories are the ones who will be rewarded by a creative and pro ductive career.
Advice for Instructors
Note that the instructor should never assign the project in a general way and then wait for students to dig up all this information on their own. Instead, the instructor should alter the con ventional mode of teaching, i.e., doing all the talking (the socalled "sage on the stage") while stu dents just listen. The instructor's role is more like that of a football coach, as he or she guides students through the project as it unfolds. Instructors should provide input and feedback at different stages as students push the project forward. This teaching process is less uni lateral than it is bilateral, which benefits students constructively because they themselves become more proactively involved in their own learn ing process.
Student response questionnaires I've developed to help evaluate this teaching approach show that students welcome it. Young instructors should never be afraid to reinvent their previ ous academic experiences, discovering new knowledge modules suitable for the next generation of students. For example, the design of a 180° single balanced diode mixer could be another good candidate for this kind of project because it will not only make full use of the previously laid foundations but also incorporate new elements in the teach ing method, such as harmonic balance. After all, the purpose of education is the accumulation of understanding, not just facts.
